How to set-up a long-distance mentoring program: a framework and case description of mentorship in HIV clinical trials
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Abstract: Mentoring plays an important role in learning and career development. Mentored researchers are more productive and more likely to publish their work. However, mentorship programs are not universally used in most settings or disciplines. Furthermore, successful and mutually beneficial mentoring relationships are not always easy to arrange. Long-distance mentoring relationships are even more difficult to handle and may break down for a wide variety of reasons. Drawing from our experiences with the first Canadian Institutes of Health Research – Canadian HIV Trials Network international postdoctoral fellowship program, we describe the roles of the context, the key mentor and the mentee attributes; goals and expectations; environments, local support, a communication plan, funding, face-to-face contact, multidisciplinary collaboration, co-mentoring, and evaluation as they apply to the successful implementation of a long-distance mentoring program.
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Introduction
Mentoring is a process that engages an often elder and more experienced mentor and a younger mentee in a complex dynamic relationship of knowledge transfer based on predefined goals. However, the scope of mentoring is considerably large and various definitions have been used that illustrate these differences.1,2 Mentored graduate students are more likely to publish their research and to be generally more productive.3–5 Mentoring is an important element of early career success.1,3,6 Mentors bring additional skills that can’t be learned in a classroom, which can improve the mentees’ chances for a successful career. Some of these skills include time management, organization of work, scientific writing, financial management, and the prevention and resolution of conflicts.3 Mentoring is considered a crucial part of academic medicine and essential to successful research.7,8 Mentors and their respective mentees report favorably on the benefits of mentoring, the quality of a mentoring relationship, and generally positive outcomes in academia.6,9

Given the above, a mentor in health research can be defined as a senior, influential, well-connected colleague who willingly shares experiences, resources, knowledge, and career development skills with a mentee. Personal advice may also be offered depending on the relationship dynamics of the mentor–mentee team.

Mentoring relationships may develop spontaneously or informally and grow over time, or mentoring duties may be assigned to a mentor.10 A supervisor–student relationship may evolve into a mentor–mentee relationship and a mentor could also be an administrative leader within the same institution. Some authors suggest that ethnic minorities...
are less likely to have a mentor and that women are less likely to be satisfied with the interpersonal relationships they have with their mentors.\textsuperscript{3} It is unclear how often formal mentorship and mentor-training programs are used in academic institutions.\textsuperscript{11} Conflicting values and long-term goals may lead to counter-productive mentor–mentee relationships.\textsuperscript{12–14}

Achieving the goals of a mentor–mentee relationship may be even more daunting when the two parties are in geographically distinct locations. This may occur when, in order to find a good mentor–mentee match, the pool of candidates is extended to the international community.\textsuperscript{3} In long-distance mentoring relationships, there is little or no physical contact between the mentor and the mentee. The mentor is not “down the hall”, so the mentee must be able to exploit other resources, and make use of each communication opportunity. Such a relationship requires more time and effort to grow. Both mentor and mentee must be satisfied with the lack of face-to-face communication. Advances in communication technology have made such relationships possible through conference calls, emails, and faxes.

A key feature of long-distance mentoring is that it offers the possibility of rapid, less costly, knowledge transfer and capacity-strengthening without the disruption of service provision, which occurs with traditional forms of training that require service providers or researchers to be displaced from their place of work for extended periods of time.\textsuperscript{1} Long-distance mentoring also exposes the mentor and mentee to the realities of different working environments.

In order to strengthen and sustain research efforts to curb the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemic, the next generation of HIV research scientists needs to be mentored. They need to know and avoid the limitations of working in isolation and to understand the benefits of multidisciplinary teamwork and networking.\textsuperscript{15} Mentoring for clinical scientists in low-resource settings is insufficient,\textsuperscript{16,17} and many African researchers have not benefited from the widely recognized benefits of mentoring.\textsuperscript{1} Thus said, in the light of the broad scope of the mentoring process and the potential challenges of long-distance mentoring, it is necessary to establish a concrete experience-based framework, which can be replicated and compared to theory-based frameworks.

In this paper, we propose a framework for setting up a long-distance mentorship program for researchers, and describe the example of the first Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) Canadian HIV Trials Network (CTN) international fellowship program such that it can be used by mentors and mentees in other settings.

### A proposed framework

This framework was developed by reviewing the literature on long-distance mentoring and critically appraising the CIHR-CTN international postdoctoral fellowship. Both mentor and mentee identified the factors that enhanced the relationship. We classify the components of a long-distance mentorship program as critical, important, or supportive. These classifications are not meant to be fixed, but rather dynamic and the components can be placed at different levels of importance based on the context of the relationship. This framework is summarized in Table 1.

### The context

The context of the relationship should be defined in terms of who is participating and why. It could be between a medical student and a professor as a long-term relationship for guidance in the medical profession or as part of a fellowship with specific knowledge- and skill-transfer objectives. It could also be set up to enable the completion of a specific research endeavor such as a systematic review.\textsuperscript{18}

### Table 1 A framework for setting up a long-distance mentoring program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of importance</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>The context defines the purpose of the relationship, funding available, and duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentor</td>
<td>An experienced, knowledgeable, and committed mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentee</td>
<td>A motivated and productive mentee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goals and expectations</td>
<td>Specific goals and expectations established mutually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environments</td>
<td>An environment creating the need for long-distance mentoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Communication plan</td>
<td>A pre-established communication plan specifying the frequency and type of communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Sufficient funds to ensure communication and achievement of goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Face-to-face contact</td>
<td>At least one face-to-face meeting is desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary teams</td>
<td>Other senior researchers to broaden mentee’s horizons and foster interdisciplinary collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-mentoring</td>
<td>Reduces the burden of mentoring and increases sources of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local support</td>
<td>Essential to keep mentee comfortable with the relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>The success and impact of the mentoring should be evaluated using measurable outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is important to examine how mentee and mentor are brought together, what characteristics they have in common, why mentoring is necessary, and how these can be used to build the relationship. The context therefore defines the pool from which mentors and mentees are drawn, the goals of the relationship, and the resources that may be useful in achieving these goals.

The mentor
A systematic review identified seniority, being knowledgeable, experienced, and well respected in their fields as desirable traits in a mentor. The characteristics of the mentor are a critical aspect of a mentoring relationship. For a long-distance mentoring relationship, the mentor must be comfortable with limited face time and other forms of communication. The mentor must be willing to commit to a relationship with a junior, inexperienced scientist. Additional motivation for mentoring may include opportunities for interaction, improved job performance and recognition, exposure to new ideas, and self-fulfillment since mentoring can be a rewarding experience.

The mentee
A productive mentee with zeal to learn is critical to a long-distance mentoring relationship. The mentee should be able to demonstrate progress between meetings or phone calls and be comfortable working with limited supervision.

Goals and expectations for a mentor–mentee relationship
A potentially successful mentorship program requires specific goals that guide the knowledge-transfer techniques used and define how progress and success can be monitored and evaluated. Mutually clear expectations prevent frustrations and lack of satisfaction with the relationship. The goals can be short term such as completion of a course or research project; or long term, throughout the mentee’s career.

The environments
The environments surrounding the mentor–mentee relationship are important. Firstly, the environments create the need for the relationship in the first place. For a long-distance relationship, the mentee will most likely be in a research environment with limited capacity and limited potential for local mentorship. There may also be a need for a geographical transfer of skills and knowledge. This environment fosters the relationship by creating a quasidependence of the mentee on the mentor.

Communication plan
It is equally important to establish a communication plan for the mentoring relationship. Specific dates for progress reports must be set. Mutually convenient times for phone calls should be determined so that communication is not inconvenient. This communication can serve the following purposes: knowledge transfer; reporting and updating; feedback and evaluation.

Funding
The kind of funding required to ensure a fruitful long-distance mentorship relationship will vary greatly depending on the context. Funding must also be sufficient to keep the mentee from seeking other sources of finances that may distract him from research. Within the scope of a fellowship or a formal training program, resources must be set aside for communication, transportation, and achieving the goals of the fellowship. The mentor and mentee may also have some personal resources, depending on where they work and their levels of income. Such personal resources are important to maintain communication and also show commitment to the relationship. Funding is also necessary for face-to-face contact. On the other hand, interpersonal relationships that evolve into mentoring relationships may not necessarily require any funding.

Face-to-face contact
Putting a face to the voice is an important way of strengthening long-distance mentorship relationships. We propose that the mentor and mentee meet physically at least once. This of course would depend on the resources available for this kind of meeting and may vary depending on the geographical distance between the parties.

Working with a multidisciplinary team of researchers
One important component of mentorship is that the mentor uses his resources to the benefit of the mentee. This should involve sharing collaborative networks and introducing the mentee to researchers in other fields. This broadens the mentees’ horizons and may facilitate the achievement of goals. It also introduces the mentee to interdisciplinary collaboration, which is vital for research.

Extending the network through co-mentoring and mobilizing additional resources
Co-mentoring may be more rewarding and less demanding than sole mentoring. The mentor may know other senior
researchers who are knowledgeable in other fields of interest that may help the mentee. In this way the mentee may receive support from other institutions. However, there is also a potential for conflicting ideologies to stifle the learning process.

Local support
Local support is valuable to the development of a viable long-distance mentorship. Such a relationship requires that the mentee be capable of working independently. This becomes challenging if the mentee has no local support in terms of infrastructure or colleagues and supervisors who understand his commitment to an external mentoring relationship.

Evaluation of the relationship
A long-distance mentoring relationship is a complex multifaceted endeavor. Certain key products can help to determine if a long-distance mentoring relationship was fruitful, but should be distinguished from events that would have occurred in the absence of mentoring.

Goals and expectations set a priori should be re-evaluated. The relationship should be examined critically to identify its strengths and weaknesses.

Research productivity
The mentor and mentee should document all oral and poster presentations and journal articles that arise from their collaborative efforts.

Career growth
Career advancements of the mentee such as completion of degree programs, obtaining tenure, securing additional research funding or academic positions that clearly involved skills obtained through mentoring or the support of the mentor should be documented.

Mentee evolving into mentor
If it is relevant to the purpose of the mentor–mentee relationship, the mentee should evolve into a mentor. This is a particularly desirable outcome as it ensures the continuity of the mentoring process.

Applying this framework to the CIHR-CTN’s first international postdoctoral fellowship in HIV clinical trials
Context
The CTN is an initiative from a coalition of researchers dedicated to advancing HIV care through a decentralized network of geographically diverse Canadian clinics and hospitals (see http://www.hivnet.ubc.ca). They collaborate with international and national stakeholders in HIV control and recently aligned their activities with the CIHR.

The CTN offers one international fellowship to train a scientist who is dedicated to HIV treatment or prevention research in a resource-limited country. The holder must have completed an MD or a PhD, and identified a suitable Canadian-based mentor and local host institution that will provide support, research facilities, and time to conduct the fellowship. The goal of this fellowship is to improve clinical HIV research capacity in low-resource settings. The first international postdoctoral fellowship was launched in 2010. The fellowship was awarded to a Cameroonian researcher with a primary mentor in Canada.

The mentor–mentee contact was initiated by a mutual acquaintance, who shared the curriculum vitae of the mentee with the future mentor.

The mentor
The mentor (LT) is currently a Professor of Biostatistics in the Department of Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, McMaster University and Director of Biostatistics at the Centre for Evaluation of Medicines (CEM), Father Sean O’Sullivan Research Centre at St Joseph’s Healthcare. He has supervised and mentored many MSc and PhD students. He has coauthored several papers and presentations at national and international meetings with all his students and mentees as lead authors or coauthors. His mentoring approach empowers his students and mentees to feel motivated to tackle their research tasks with enthusiasm and confidence, which are two of the key attributes necessary for successful transition to becoming independent investigators. He has also written about some of the mentoring techniques that he uses to support his students and mentees to gain important career skills.22 He is a CIHR Clinical Trials Mentor and a mentor for the Isibalo Young Statisticians Program – a mentorship program for young statisticians aimed at building capacity for the development of statistics in Africa (see http://www.statssa.gov.za/ycs/about_isibalo.htm). These attributes made him the ideal choice for a challenging first-time long-distance mentorship program.

The mentee
LM has been interested in research from the early stages of his career, and had already published case reports and analytical studies in peer-reviewed journals. He is a Medical Doctor with a Master’s Degree in Public Health. He is also well
versed with communication technologies and easily accessible by email and phone. His interest in HIV/AIDS research and ability to work independently were important for a long-distance mentoring relationship in HIV clinical trials.

Goals and expectations
The overarching objective was to improve the mentee’s skills as a clinical researcher for HIV. Specific activities that were outlined in the work plan included developing a protocol for a clinical trial, attending two skill-building CTN semiannual meetings, developing skills as a scientific reviewer, conducting a systematic review, and training in knowledge translation.

LM’s expectations were discussed from the onset using the fellowship as a stepping-stone towards a PhD in Health Research Methodology.

The environments
Cameroon is a low-resource middle-income country with significant limitations in health-research capacity mostly due to the meager amounts allocated to health research and poor remuneration of health researchers. This has led to a stall in the transfer of research capacity and demotivation of senior and young researchers alike. The CIHR-CTN’s goal of transferring capacity was aligned with the mentee’s personal goals and created a favorable environment for using a long-distance mentoring technique for the fellowship.

Local support
The Center for the Development of Best Practices in Health (CDBPH) is a research unit created in June 2008 in Cameroon, in order to promote evidence-based health care decision-making with support from a Global Health Leadership Award from the International Development Research Centre (IDRC). The CDBPH (see http://www.cdbph.org) provided research space and support during the tenure of the postdoctoral fellowship. It also offered opportunities for knowledge translation and research synthesis. LM facilitated workshops on evidence-based medicine and benefitted from the resources of the CDBPH to complete a systematic review. Such opportunities would have been logistically challenging were they to come from a geographically distant mentor.

Communication plan
Monthly email updates, quarterly teleconferences, and regular emails were used for communication. Communication was further enhanced during two face-to-face visits.

The monthly emails kept the mentor informed of progress. The teleconferences brought the co-mentors together to discuss ways in which resources could be shared to enhance the mentoring relationship and achievement of goals.

Funding
The CTN International postdoctoral fellowship provided 35,000 CAD for the mentee, which covered salary and travel. For a mentorship program to work, sufficient funding is necessary to cover face-to-face meetings, Internet, and phone call costs. Apart from the funding for the fellowship, the mentor also had additional resources, which permitted him to purchase some useful textbooks for the mentee that were relevant to clinical trials. The mentee on his part employed considerable resources in completing the application and setting things in motion before the fellowship funds were available.

Face-to-face contact
During the two CTN semiannual meetings, the mentor–mentee relationship was consolidated by lengthy discussions on issues raised by both parties. They evaluated the progress of the relationship in the light of a priori goals and set objectives for the near future.

Working with a multidisciplinary team of researchers
The host institution, the CDBPH, has a team of multidisciplinary researchers, which includes anthropologists, sociologists, public health specialists, health economists, and clinicians. During LM’s visits to Canada, he met with other researchers from various domains. Additional networks created by the mentors enabled the mentee to interact with many other researchers. These interactions inspired many of the mentee’s subsequent publications.

Extending the network through co-mentoring and mobilizing additional resources
During his visits to Canada, LM was able to meet other very experienced HIV researchers who offered guidance for his project. He was exposed to more experts and opinions. This approach is more successful when a primary mentor is identified and the secondary mentors have complementary expertise, as was the case here. Some amount of mentorship was provided from many other scientists within a network created by the primary mentor, the host institution, and other institutions, as was the case with the South African
Cochrane Centre (SACC) and the Global Health Clinical Trials Platform.

The SACC was established to develop expertise in research synthesis and systematic reviews on the African continent. They improve capacity building for HIV systematic reviews through their Cochrane HIV mentorship program. After linking a mentee with an experienced mentor they provide assistance with protocol development, exhaustive searches, evaluation and summarizing the evidence. The SACC (see http://www.mrc.ac.za/cochrane/) provided support towards the completion of a systematic review and co-funded knowledge translation opportunities. The SACC played a crucial role in helping the mentee to complete his systematic review and train other novice authors.

The Global Health Clinical Trials Research Platform is an open collaborative program, which promotes and facilitates noncommercial trials in low-resource settings by providing tools, resources, guidance, and training to support trials. They provide an online forum for issues surrounding the organization and conduct of trials in low-resource settings (see http://www.globalhealthtrials.org). This forum was used to discuss with other researchers and share experiences during the fellowship.

**Evaluation of the relationship**

The goals and expectations of the mentee were achieved at the end of the 1-year fellowship. LM started his PhD studies in the Health Research Methodology Program at McMaster University in January 2012 (see hrm.mcmaster.ca).

LM and LT jointly prepared and published three peer-reviewed manuscripts and two poster presentations. LM also completed one book chapter. LM succeeded to secure the Canada-HOPE Scholarship and the Ontario Trillium Scholarship for PhD studies.

After successful completion of his CTN fellowship in June 2011, LM assumed a co-mentoring role (with LT) for another international postdoctoral fellow for 2011–2012 and mentoring role for an author of a Cochrane review in 2011.

**Lessons learnt and barriers**

Long-distance mentoring is a viable option for research knowledge transfer that requires a good mentor–mentee match and specific goals. It can benefit from adequate communication, face-to-face meetings, funding, multidisciplinary collaboration, co-mentoring, and local support for the mentee. Mentor–mentee matching should be negotiated based on mutual research interests.

The barriers to a long-distance mentoring relationship are mostly related to communication difficulties and limited face-to-face meetings.

Even though this framework was developed for long-distance mentoring relationships, most of the components may apply to mentor–mentee teams within the same institution. However, in such cases a detailed communication plan may not be very important if the mentor is “across the hall”.

**Conclusion**

We encourage the development of more long-distance mentorship programs to enhance knowledge transfer and career development initiatives in health research. We also recommend the establishment of formal mentorship relationships within low-resource countries, for various medical disciplines so that the already available skills can be transmitted effectively, and the benefits of mentoring relationships can be enjoyed.

Mentorship programs should exist within a defined framework and use measurable outcomes to evaluate their effectiveness including achievement of goals, scholarly products like publications, career growth and evolution of the mentee into a mentor.
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